BRANSON’S “HOT” NEW SPOT
FRITZ’S ADVENTURE PARTNERS WITH LICKING SUMMER CAMPS TO GIVE
YOU THE ULTIMATE IN TEAM BONDING AND BUILDING
1-6 PM THE DAY BEFORE CAMP

F

FREE

FOR A FREE DAY AT FRITZ’S
a $35 VALUE 1) stay 3 nights minimum
in a camp motel 2) choose a minimum
of 2 meal/entetaiment options

FIND THE NINJA
WARRIOR IN YOU
Harness your inner Ninja as you test your reflexes and
agility racing against time while maneuvering through
a dense field of laser beams to different checkpoints.
Will you escape fast enough to make it on the Top 10
Leaderboard? Or will you be compelled to take the
challenge again?

Climb from the inside of our World War II Era plane
into an aerial tunnel suspended over 30 feet above
the ground, ending in the inside of a water tower. It’s
a breathtaking view from the top of Fritz’s.

Slide out of a shipping container, a water tank, a
treehouse, or from one level of Fritz’s to the next.
They’re fast, fun and a great way to blast from one
adventure to the next!

FLY. CLIMB. TUNNEL. JUMP.
RUN. SLIDE. RAPPEL. ZIP.

Want to feel an adrenaline rush like no other?
Harness up, then climb to the ceiling where you'll be
suspended 36 feet above ground. We'll pull the
ripcord and you'll freefall a third of the way down,
slowing down to a gentle landing. Then you get to do
it again!

The ultimate Fritz challenge. Dig deep, find every
ounce of explosive speed you’ve got and see if you
can make it to the top of a Fritz warped wall. We’ve
got three of them, with different degrees of difficulty.
It’s not easy, but once you try you won’t want to stop
until you’ve conquered them all.

We've all walked above the city, but who hasn’t
wondered what lies below? Slide through a
tunnel into our intricate underground system
webbed below Fritz’s Adventure to explore
shortcuts and discover the secrets hidden
underneath the building!

The City Wall challenges you to climb up the
side of an industrial building, and features three
brick pathways – in varying degrees of difficulty
– as well as a fire escape ladder, and two fullsize utility poles to climb. Reach the top, ring
the bell and rappel back down.

Explore a whole new world of adventure as you
climb up, over and through the container mazes.
You’ll be surprised at the many challenges.

